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Abstract
Tri Alpha Energy will heat plasma in its C-2W experiment with beams of high energy ions,
so models are created, tested, and/or implemented in code to understand how these ions will
behave in plasma. Mark Sherlock’s monte-carlo method for modeling the collisional processes
experienced by beam ions traveling through plasma is implemented in code and compared with
analytic models. The analytic models and Sherlock’s method yield consistent results, so
Sherlock’s method is deemed physically valid and used in code designed to model the slowingdown distributions of beam ions in ideal plasma. The speed distributions produced by the code
are consistent with known and derived Fokker-Planck equations that model these slowing-down
distributions at steady state, indicating the physicality of both the analytic and numeric models.
To improve the accuracies of the analytic and numeric models, both are modified to include
fast ion charge exchange events. Again, the models produce mostly consistent results. The
Takizuka-Abe method for numerically modeling collisional processes is also validated, and code
using the method to model slowing-down distributions of beam ions yields results consistent
with the code written using Sherlock’s method. Finally, the code utilizing the Takizuka-Abe
method is parallelized for increased speed.
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Some Variables and Constants
Te - temperature of electron species of a plasma
Ti – temperature of ion species of a plasma
ne – density of electron species of a plasma
ni – density of ion species of a plasma
e – charge of an electron (1.6022e-19 C)
ε0 – electric permittivity of free space (8.85e-12 F/m)
λD – Debye Length (The maximum distance from an ion in a plasma that the ion’s electrostatic
field is able to interact with other charged particles. Beyond this distance, Debye Shielding
prevents such interactions.)
Zb – charge number of beam ions
Mb – mass of beam ions
=

ND lnΛ -

Λ = ln(12

(number of particles in a Debye Sphere) [4]
) (plasma parameter) [3]

M – mass of ion species of a plasma
V – beam ion speed
vcrit – the speed of a beam ion traveling through a plasma at which drag due to electrons and
thermal ions is equal
Δ

– change in velocity of particle parallel to its direction of motion (Sherlock’s method)

Δ – size of time-step used in a simulation

– constant used in Sherlock’s particle progression method (see equation 7)
– a. mass of an electron (when used by itself); b. mass of the particle species (when used in
conjunction with a fluid species)
- average speed of particles in fluid plasma species of interest

4
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– charge number of particle species (Sherlock’s method)
– charge number of fluid species
– density of fluid species
( ) – standard error function
– speed of particle species (Sherlock’s Monte Carlo method)

( ) – function that randomly selects a value from a normal distribution with standard deviation
and centered at 0
∥

- Δ

∥

- Δ

(see equation 12, page 13)
(see equation 13, page 13)

- angle selected from a uniform distribution of values between 0 and 2 . Used in Sherlock’s
Monte-Carlo simulation of diffusion.
– mass of ion species (Sherlock’s Monte-Carlo method)
= 2(

+

)

– Boltzmann’s constant (1.38e-23 m kg s

K

)

– number of beam ions injected into plasma per second (for used in analytic model
computational results are compared with)
– charge exchange cross section. Defined in equation 38 as a function of temperature
– density of neutral atoms in a plasma
– rate of charge exchange events. Defined in equation 39.
– probability that a beam ion will undergo a charge exchange event during a time step (when
numerically simulating charge exchange events)
– probability that a particle has not undergone a charge exchange event by time t (see
equation 42)
_

– initial velocity of a beam ion in a thermal plasma
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Introduction
Motivation
Moving forward, there exists a need for clean, renewable, reliable, efficient, and safe
energy sources. Seemingly all currently available sources of electrical energy fall short in one or
more of these measures. However, controlled nuclear fusion offers the potential to extract energy
from harmless, overly abundant fuels. Theoretically, the consistent production of energy by
fusion power plants may only be limited by human error and technological shortcomings. In
addition, proper design of a fusion device could allow for the use of aneutronic fuels, which
would eliminate radioactive by-products and better ensure the long structural lifetimes of fusion
power plants. [7] Energy production through controlled nuclear fusion has the potential to meet
all of the aforementioned standards and, therefore, is a technology worth pursuing.

Relevance to Fusion Experiments and the C-2W Experiment

At the temperatures at which thermonuclear fusion occurs, matter exists as plasma, a state
of matter in which unbounded electrons and ions form a gaseous mixture. In magnetic
confinement fusion concepts, such a plasma is confined, using magnetic fields, within a vacuum
chamber, and energy is typically collected from radiation emitted from the plasma and high
energy alpha particles released from fusion reactions occurring within it. Since a magnetically
confined plasma will lose energy to its surroundings (the walls of its confinement vessel) over
time via various processes, then the plasma must be continuously heated after its formation to
sustain necessary conditions for controlled fusion.
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At Tri Alpha Energy, a private fusion energy research and development company based
in Southern California, the C-2W experiment will be undertaken to continue tests for the
colliding beam fusion reactor, a magnetic confinement fusion design concept. (Figure 1) [8]

Figure 1: An artist’s depiction of the completed C-2W plasma formation and containment vessel. Provided by Tri
Alpha Energy. [8]

In this experiment, plasma will be confined in a Field Reversed Configuration (FRC), so named
due to the “reversed” direction of the magnetic field lines in the center of the plasma formation.
(Figure 2) [7] The subject of this thesis concerns the mechanism by which plasma will be heated,
after formation of a Field Reversed Configuration, in the C-2W experiment: neutral beam
injectors. [9] Neutral beam injectors will inject beams of high energy, neutral atoms into the C2W experiment’s confinement vessel. Once the neutral atoms encounter the confined plasma,
one of potentially many processes, including charge exchange, will strip most neutral atoms of
their electrons. The now high energy ions will transfer energy to the plasma via coulomb
collisions with thermal, lower energy ions and
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Figure 2: A depiction of the magnetic field lines providing structure to the Field Reversed Configuration and the
general directions of motions of the charged particles within it.

electrons. [1] This study contributes to understanding of how these high energy ions behave in a
plasma and, further, how the ions affect the plasma.

Understanding Fast Ions in Plasma

As mentioned, fast ions from the neutral beam injectors will transfer energy to thermal
ions and electrons via coulomb collisions. Such collisions can take place over much longer
distances in plasma than they might if the ions were colliding with neutral atoms, since charges
are not paired in an ideal plasma. The Debye Length provides a fair estimate of the number of
particles of each species that an ion in a plasma can be assumed to interact electrostatically with
at any given time. Even though charges are not paired in an ideal plasma, negative charges will
tend to “collect” around an ion, while positive charges will tend to shy away from it. [1] This
will shield the electric field of the ion from the rest of the plasma, limiting the number of charged
particles that the ion is reasonably considered to be interacting with. The Debye Length is the
distance beyond which the field from an ion in a plasma is shielded-out, and it is given by
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(1)

.

[1] Plasma parameters comparable with those expected in an FRC of the C-2U experiment, the
precursor to the C-2W experiment at Tri Alpha Energy, are

= 100 eV,

= 500 eV, and

= 5.0 19 m-3, with a plasma composed of hydrogen ions. [2] With these paramters,

=

9.6 − 6 m, so the volume encompassed within an ion’s Debye Shield is about 3.7e-15 m 3.
Hence, assuming

=

= 5.0 19 m-3, an ion in a plasma with these C-2U-like parameters will

electrostatically interact with approximately 3.7e5 other charged particles at any given moment.
Assuming that the number of particles within the “Debye Shields” of fast ions in the C-2W
experiment will be somewhat comparable (at least not many orders of magnitude less), this
indicates that the effects of other charged particles in a C-2W plasma on the motion of a fast ion
traveling through the plasma could be averaged over a large number of particles. Furthermore,
one would be justified in doing so, since high impact parameter, small angle collisions
collectively have a more significant affect than low impact parameter, large angle collisions on
the motions of beam ions in a plasma. [22]
Drag
The summed effect of coulomb interactions of fast ions with a species in a plasma results
in drag: a deceleration of fast ions parallel to their direction of motion. [1] Goldstein and
Rutherford give an equation for drag experienced by fast ions due to electrons in a plasma:
=−

.

(2)
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Here, m is the mass of an electron. (see “Definitions of Variables and Constants” for rest). [1]
Also given is the equation for drag due to thermal ions in a plasma:
=−

(3)

.

[1] Comparison of these functions reveals that drag due to electrons dominates the motions of
beam ions with higher velocities. However, there exists a “critical velocity,”
=3

/

,

(4)

[1] below which drag due to the thermal ions of a plasma will have a more significant affect on a
beam ion motion than drag due to electrons in a plasma.
Diffusion and Charge Exchange
Though drag has the most significant affect on the behavior of fast ions in an ideal
plasma, diffusion and charge exchange also play significant roles. Diffusion of beam ions, as
opposed to drag, results from variations in collisions instead of consistencies. Diffusion assumes
that each collision between a beam ion and the plasma species results in alterations in the
direction of the beam ion’s motions and the drag experienced by it over a given amount of time.
[1] Models tend to treat diffusion as a random walk process, where beam ions take “steps” of
varying sizes and directions, with set standard deviations, during each time interval. The ideal
result of this treatment is that, on average, the ions have not had their positions and velocities
altered from what they would have been in the absence of diffusion. However, the average rootmean-squared deviations of the particles’ positions and velocities from what they otherwise
would have been is significant. The beam ions “spread-out” due to diffusion. [1]
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Charge exchange, as mentioned previously, is the process through which an electron is
transferred from a neutral atom to an ion. Hence, in this exchange, the once neutral atom
becomes an ion and the once ion becomes a neutral atom. As is apparent in Figure 3,
experimental evidence shows that the cross section for the production of slow protons from
charge exchange between fast protons and slow hydrogen atoms is a predictable function of the
energy of the fast proton involved in the charge exchange event. [5]

Figure 3: This plot and caption are from Brackmann and Snow’s paper on charge exchange. It illustrates that
charge exchange events between specific ions and atoms have cross sections that vary as functions of the energy of
the “fast” ion/atom involved in the potential exchange.

Hence, charge exchange events can be included in models of the behavior of fast ions/protons in
hydrogen atom gasses. Even though the beam ions this thesis concerns are traveling through
plasma, where, ideally, no neutral atoms are present, ideal plasma does not exist in nature.
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Instead, all plasmas have neutral atoms, and the density of neutral atoms in a plasma can be
measured. It is with these neutral atoms that beam ions can undergo charge exchange events,
which, as Brackmann and Snow show, have predictable cross sections and, thus, probabilities of
occurring, given a known density of neutral atoms.
Overview
The purpose of this study is to gain more understanding of how fast ions behave in
plasmas, especially as the topic pertains to fast ions produced via neutral beam injectors incident
upon the FRC of the C-2W experiment. This is done through the development of new numerical
and analytic tools for modeling such beams of fast ions in uniform plasma. First, Sherlock’s
method for simulating drag and diffusion experienced by beam ions is tested for validity and
employed in code used to model the slowing-down distributions of fast ions in a uniform plasma.
[6] [2] (i.e. the speed/velocity distributions of beam ions in a plasma) Then, a method for
simulating the effects of charge exchange events on beam ions is debugged and implemented in a
near identical copy of the aforementioned code. The method is compared with new analytic
theory to model the same phenomena, and evidence indicates that both prove successful. [2]
Once these models have been tested, they are used to model some plasma and beam parameters
relevant to the C-2W experiment. [2] (Note that electron and ion densities in the simulations of
this study will be between 1.0e+19 m-3 and 1.0e+20 m-3, given the ballpark of the plasma
densities in Tri Alpha Energy’s C-2W and C-2U experiments.) Finally, the Takizuka-Abe
method, an alternative method to Sherlock’s for modeling beam ion motion in a plasma, is tested
for physicality, and a code written with the method is parallelized for improved speed. [2]

Validating Sherlock’s Computational Method
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M. Sherlock’s paper [2] describes a method for simulating the impact of drag and
diffusion on the motions of particles in a plasma. His procedure is designed for “hybrid” models,
in which some species in the model are treated as particles and some are treated as fluids.
Sherlock’s method addresses how a particle species in such a model is affected by the fluid
species. The method is implemented in many codes employed by Tri Alpha Energy, the company
this work was conducted on behalf of. Furthermore, some code discussed further-on in this thesis
employs Sherlock’s method as well. Therefore, a physical validation of Sherlock’s method is
desirable.

The Pencil Beam Test: Testing Sherlock’s Model of Drag
A simulation is constructed to model the time-progression of velocities of high-energy
beam ions traveling through a thermal plasma using Sherlock’s method. The model is created
with the following significant assumptions, which are designed to simplify the validation of
Sherlock’s method as much as possible:
1. The beam ions are initialized as a “pencil beam,” with each ion having the
same initial velocity, for simplicity.
2. The thermal plasma that the beam ions travel through is uniform, constant in energy,
has no localized momenta, and is completely ionized.
3. Only electrons affect the velocities of the beam ions.
The first step in building sherlock.m is simulating electron drag on the motions of the
beam particles. [29] In Sherlock’s method, the velocities of the particle species are updated in
time steps of finite size, and each fluid species imposes its own drag and diffusion on the
particles. In any given time-step in sherlock.m, electron drag cuases the magnitude of the
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velocity of a beam particle parallel to the direction of its motion to change according to the
equation
=
where

∥

(5)

,

is the size of a time-step. [6] Here,
∥

[6] In this equation,

=−

1+

.

is the mass of the particle species,

the speed of the particle, and

=

(6)

is the mass of the fluid species, w is

, where T is the temperature of the fluid species. In

addition,
=
where

(7)

,

and m are the charge number and mass of the particle species, respectively, and

and

are the charge number and density of the fluid species, respectively. Finally,
( )

( )

( )=

,

(8)

( ) is the standard error function. [6]

Where

According to Sherlock’s statement on page 2289 of his paper, in order for the method to
be accurate the time-step size should be much smaller than any of the relevant relaxation times,
given as
=

∥

=

∥

(9)

,

∥

,

(10)
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and
=

(11)

.

[6] Here,
∥

=

(12)

,

and
=

.

(13)

[6] The time-step size employed in sherlock.m, and its subsequent versions, is made to be onethousandth of the smallest relaxation times given by the particles’ initial velocities. [29]
The beam particles are progressed in this manner, with their velocities updated by drag
according to the aforementioned equations on each time step, for enough time-steps to simulate
approximately 5 to 8 slowing-down times. (

calculated with the initial conditions of the beam

ions) At each time-step, the relevant relaxation times, given by equations 9 through 11, are
calculated and compared with the size of the time-step. In order to prevent non-physical gains in
energy by the particle species once the effects of diffusion are introduced,
= min(1,

,

∥

,

)

is multiplied by
(14)

on each time step. [6] [29]
After the particles are progressed for the predetermined amount of time, the numerical
results are compared with the analytic curve defined by
∥

=−

∥

.

(15)

[6] The slowing-down time in equation 15 is determined for each point in time by averaging the
slowing-down times of all the particles at each given time-step. (This seems trivial in this case,
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since all particles will have identical motion, but it will become meaningful once diffusion is
introduced.) Once the average slowing-down time at each time-step is determined, the analytical
∥

is solved for at each time-step. A comparison of analytical results (the average velocities of all

beam ions parallel to their original direction of motion at each time-step) with theoretical results
for charge one, aluminum beam ions slowing-down in an electron fluid with energy 10 eV can be
seen in the following plot:

Figure 4: The slowing of charge +1 aluminum beam ions in a thermal hydrogen plasma with only the effect
of drag due to electrons considered. The limiting factor is included in the simulation’s time-progression of
beam ion velocities. [29]

[29] The trail off of the numerical results between 7 and 8 slowing-down times is a result of the
limiting factor that is multiplied by the parallel drag function for the aluminum beam ions once
the relevant relaxation times for the beam ions become less than the size of the time-step. (a
characteristic of the code that is relevant once diffusion is introduced) In the absence of this
factor, the numerical and analytical curves are identical [29]:
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Figure 5: The slowing of charge +1 aluminum ions in a thermal hydrogen plasma without including the
limiting factor in the time-progression of beam ion velocities. [29]

Hence, evidence shows that Sherlock’s method successfully models drag in a plasma due to, at
least, one species. (electrons in this case)

The Pencil Beam Test: Testing Sherlock’s Model of Diffusion
Now, to prepare sherlock.m for Sherlock’s method for simulating diffusion, a function
for rotating the lab view reference frame for each particle so that its velocity is along the zdirection, and then rotating the frame back to the its original orientation after the particle’s
velocity is updated, is created. In order to implement the effects of diffusion on any given
particle, the lab frame of reference is first rotated so that the particle’s velocity is along the zdirection. After drag from the electrons is applied to the particle’s velocity along the z-direction,
the particle’s velocities along the x, y, and z directions are updated according to
Δ

=

( ∥ ),

(16)
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∥

=

Δ

∥
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Δ

=Δ

cos(

),

(17)

Δ

=Δ

sin(

).

(18)

=

(

), and

=

Δ

. [6]

( ) represents the choice

of a random number from a normal distribution with standard deviation , and

is an angle

chosen randomly from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2 . [6] In sherlock.m and related
scripts, the Box Mueller method is used to sample from normal distributions. (see Appendix, a:
Box Mueller Method for a description) After the particle’s velocity is updated, the frame of
reference is rotated back to its original orientation. [29]
The results of aluminum beam ions, with the same properties as in the case of the parallel
drag example, traveling through the same electron fluid, can be seen in the following plot:

Figure 6: The average parallel velocities of beam ions traveling through a thermal plasma vs. time. The numerical
results are derived from considering the effects of electrons inducing drag and diffusion, while the analytic results
are derived from only considering drag.

With these parameters, diffusion has a negligible effect on the motions of the beam ions until the
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ions have been sufficiently slowed by the effects of electron drag. At low enough energies,
diffusion seems to induce variations in the average velocities of the ions parallel to their initial
directions of motion that are small and tend to hover around the expected motion in the absence
of diffusion.

Thermalization Test for Sherlock’s Method
The Test
In Sherlock’s paper, a second test is described for the validation of his Monte-Carlo
method. In this test, 1,000 particles of a Maxwellian species are initialized in a Maxwellian fluid
species. Both species begin with different temperatures, and the velocities of the particles in the
particle species are updated with each time step according to Sherlock’s method. The
temperature of the fluid species remains constant.
If Sherlock’s method is accurate, then the temperature of the particle species (particularly
a particle ion species) will change with time according to:
=− (

−

(19)

),

Where
=

in cgs units. [6] Here,

= 2(

=

+

√

( )

,

(20)

). [6] Since it is assumed that the temperature of the

particle species is proportional to the variance of the speeds of the particles, and since only the
ratio of initial temperature to final temperature is of interest for this test, then the temperature of
the particle species is defined as the variance of the speeds of the particles. Since the temperature
of the fluid species cannot be determined in this way, then the particle species is set to an
average particle energy greater than the fluid species, and the particle species is allowed to cool
to equilibrium. In this way, the equilibrium temperature of the particle species, defined as the
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variance of particle speeds, is determined.
Comparison of this numeric test with equation 19 is conducted by first creating and
running a simulation in which the particle species is initialized at a temperature that is a known
ratio, , of the equilibrium particle species temperature,

. Initializing the particle species with

this condition is accomplished by setting the average initial energy of the particle species such
that a Maxwellian species with that average energy would have a speed variance equal to
Note that
=〈

〉−〈 〉 .

(21)

According to Bowley and Sanchez, for any particle species,
〈

〉=

and
〈 〉 =

for Maxwellian gases, where

3

(22)

8

(23)

here is in units of Kelvin. [10] It is proposed that this can be

extrapolated to an ionized particle species. Therefore,
=

3

−8

.

(24)

Let K be the average kinetic energy of the particle species. For a species with a
Maxwellian velocity distribution,
=

(25)

.

Therefore,
=

and

,

(26)

.
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(27)

Initializing the particle species with this average kinetic energy is accomplished by first
assuming that the particle species is Maxwellian. The distribution of velocities in one dimension
of Maxwellian particles is a normal distribution with standard deviation
=

=

2
3

(28)

Therefore, each particle’s initial velocities in the x, y, and z directions are selected from a normal
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation

, where K is calculated with equation 27.

Ion Particles in Electron Fluid
Sherlock’s thermalization test is first conducted on hot particle ions in a cool electron
fluid. Three such tests are conducted for particle ions initialized with approximately 5, 10, and 15
times their equilibrium temperature when cooling on a 100 eV electron fluid. The results of this
test are represented as the ratio of the temperature of the ion species at each time step with
respect to the initial temperature of the ions. These results are compared with equation 19:
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Figure 7: The evolution of the temperatures of hot ion particle species initialized at 5, 10, and 15 times their
equilibrium temperatures in a cool, Maxwellian electron fluid with temperature 100 eV.

Here, the strong correlation between the theoretical evolution of the particle ion
temperature and the numeric result indicates the physicality of Sherlock’s method for particle
ions.
Sherlock’s second test is also conducted on cold ion particles heating-up in an electron
fluid. The following figure demonstrates the results of particle ions initialized with temperatures
approximately .7, .3, and .1 the equilibrium temperature:

Figure 8: Particle ions heating on a cold electron fluid. The results vary much more with respect to their
corresponding theoretical curves, compared with ions cooling on an electron fluid, because the scale on which
diffusion causes fluctuations in temperature is much more significant in this case.

Once again, Sherlock’s method appears to yield physical results.
Hence, both tests of Sherlock’s method recommended by Sherlock [6] indicate the
physicality of his monte-carlo approach to simulating the effects of drag and diffusion on a set of
particles due to a background, fluid plasma species. The accuracy of Sherlock’s method, coupled
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with its simplicity in implementation, make it a reasonable tool for simulating the behavior of
fast ions in a plasma.

Modeling Beam Ion Slowing-Down Distributions with
Sherlock’s Monte-Carlo Method
After the particle progression code is built, continuous_beam.m, its variants, and a
supporting program, sherlock_3.m and its variants, are built to simulate a continuous stream of
beam ions traveling through a thermal plasma, similar to a neutral beam. [30] [31] This code is
built with time-steps that are one-thousandth the size of the smallest slowing-down time that a
beam ion can have in the model. On each time-step, all beam ions in the system are progressed as
normal, and 50 more particles are introduced to the system, all with the same initial velocity, as
well. If any particle slows enough to reach the energy of the thermal ions in the system, then the
simulation stops tracking and progressing said particle. [31] As the simulation runs, the velocity
and speed distributions of all beam ions still being tracked is monitored. [30] This information is
useful in modeling, for instance, the beam ion population in a C-2W and interpolating its affect
on the plasma.

Code Description and Development
Supporting Script: Modeling Beam Ions Produced at Each Time Step
The first step in building this code is creating a variant of sherlock.m that
continuous_beam.m and its variants can call to progress the velocities of beam ions in time.
sherlock_3.m and sherlock_3_2.m are built to simulate the time-progression of fifty particles
produced at any time-step. [31] To do this, these variants of sherlock.m contain the same code
for progressing the velocities of the particles as described before. However, instead of storing the
velocity data for each particle at every time-step, sherlock_3_2.m (the functional variant of
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sherlock_3.m) stores velocity data for all particles at every 200 th time-step, relative to the first
time-step for all beam particles in continuous_beam_int3.m [33] (the functional variant of
continuous_beam.m), in temporary arrays. Furthermore, after each particle’s velocity is updated,
its energy is checked to see if it has reached the thermal ion energy. If it has, then the particle is
flagged. At the beginning of each time-step, for each flagged particle, the velocity data at every
200th time-step is stored in a more permanent array, for later processing, and the particle’s
temporary data is overwritten by that of particles that are still being tracked. [32]
sherlock_3_2.m’s time-step loop is run until either all particles are thermalized or the
final time-step of all particles in continuous_beam_int3.m is reached. If the final time-step is
reached before all particles are thermalized, then the velocity data for all particles that had not
yet thermalized is stored in the more permanent arrays discussed previously. Then, after all
velocity data for the group of 50 particles has been collected, the velocity data for all particles is
sorted by time-step. [32]
Though not part of sherlock_3_2.m’s code, the average velocities of the simulated
particles over time is compared to the analytic curve used to test the results of sherlock_2.m, as
discussed above. Figure 9 demonstrates the average velocities, parallel to the original direction
of the particles’ motions, of proton beam ions traveling through a hydrogen plasma with electron
energy of 100 eV, ion energy of 500 eV, and complete ionization. The y-axis indicates the ratio
of velocity to initial velocity, and the x-axis indicates the ratio of time to slowing-down time.
The blue curve represents numerical data, while the red curve represents the analytic results. In
this particular case, the group of 50 beam ions is initialized around the 3,000 time-step (3
slowing-down times). The “tail” at the end of the numeric data is assumed to be due to the
“dumping” of beam ions that have reached thermal ion energy. As beam ions with lower energies
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are dumped, the average energy of the beam ions increases, relative to what it would be if said
beam ions were still being tracked.

Figure 9: The parallel velocities of beam protons traveling through a thermal plasma vs. time. The numeric results
are the average of all beam ions still being tracked by the code at any given time. The numeric results become
greater than the analytic results near the end of the run because lower-energy beam ions are “dumped,” raising the
average energy of beam ions in the simulation.

Developing and Running the Parent Code for Simulating a Beam of Ions of Constant
Current Slowing Down in a Uniform Plasma

After sherlock_3_2.m is constructed, continuous_beam_int3.m is built to collect data
from sherlock_3_2.m and eventually interpret it in terms of velocity and speed distributions at
multiple of 200 time-steps. In order to accomplish this, continuous_beam_int3.m runs its own
time-step loop. At each time-step, the program calls sherlock_3_2.m to progress 50 beam ions
through their lifetime. sherlock_3_2.m returns the velocities of all particles that exist at each
time-step, and continuous_beam_int3.m stores the data from each “time-step group of particles”
in its own cell array. [33]
At every 200th time-step, continuous_beam_int3.m initiates a mechanism for plotting the
velocity and speed distributions of particles at each multiple of 200 time-step that it has data for.
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Two velocity distribution functions are used for comparison with numerical results. The first is
derived from equation 14.29 in Goldston and Rutherford’s text, which appears as follows:
=
[1] Here,

⋅

1+

.

(29)

is the Fokker-Planck equation for a beam of fast ions injected into an ideal plasma of

ion charge number

and mass

. The Fokker-Planck equation is a probability distribution of the

speeds of the beam ions in the plasma. This equation assumes only the affects of drag, not
diffusion, which, as was observed in the results of sherlock_2.m, is a fair approximation to the
results that are acquired when diffusion is also introduced, as is the case in sherlock_3.m.
Equation 29 is modified to account for the scenario in which only electrons in the plasma
induce drag on the beam ions, which is how Sherlock_3_2.m was initially written for simplicity.
[32] In order to do so, the term in the above equation that is acquired from the assumption that
ions are affecting the motions of the beam ions (taken from equation 14.19 in the text (237)) is
removed. The resulting function is:
=

⋅

.

(30)

Since the analytic model only assumes electron drag, since all beam ions move initially in the
same direction, and since electron drag only changes velocity in the direction parallel to that of
the particle’s motion, then the above equation is transformed to
=
In order to solve for

.

, the modeled system is assumed to be in steady-state, such that

(31)
= 0.

In this case,
= ,
where

(32)

is a constant. Furthermore, since the beam particles stem from a “pencil beam”
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in the z-direction, then a term must be added to the distribution

function to account for this:
0=

+

(

−

).

(33)

Here, S is the number of beam ions that are injected into the system per second. Integrating with
respect to velocity in the z-direction, from negative infinity to infinity, yields:
0=

+ .

(34)

Hence,
=

(35)

,

and
=

.

(36)

Since this function assumes steady-state, then, in order to accurately compare with
numerical results, only velocity distributions at time-steps at which steady-state has been
achieved can be accurately compared with this analytic prediction. In order to monitor for
steady-state conditions, the number of beam particles in the system vs. time is monitored and
plotted, as seen in Figure 10 for the case of a stream of 15 keV protons traveling through a
electron 100 eV, proton 500 eV plasma. From this plot, it is easy to tell that steady state timesteps include the 2400th and later time-steps. [33]
Therefore, it is theorized that, after the 2400th time-step has been reached in
continuous_beam_int3.m, the numerical results and theoretical method described above for the
parallel velocity distribution of beam ions at the 2400 th time-step should compare well, since
diffusion has a relatively insignificant affect on the motions of beam ions compared to electron
drag. As exemplified in the Figure 11, with both distributions normalized, this is the case.
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Figure 10: The number of beam ions that have not yet been thermalized at any given time-step in
continuous_beam_int3.m. Given enough time, the rate that beam ions are entering the code becomes equal to the
rate that they are becoming thermalized, at which point the system is in steady-state. [33]

Figure 11: Parallel velocity distribution of beam ions at steady-state. The curves deviate at lower velocities because
the simulation stops tracking beam ions once they reach low-enough speed.

The comparison of the numeric speed distribution of particles to the analytic method described
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above should also compare well, since most of the magnitude of any particle’s velocity will be
along the direction parallel to its original direction of motion for most of its lifetime. The results
of this comparison, for a time-step at steady state, can be seen in the following plot (again, both
distributions are normalized):

Figure 12: Speed distribution of beam ions at steady-state. The analytic curve used for verifying the numerical
results is the same curve as that used to verify the parallel velocity numerical results in Figure 11.

Meanwhile, equation 14.34 from Goldstien and Rutherford’s text is also used as an

analytical check on the numerical results of continuous_beam_int3.m.
=

,

<

.

(37)

[1] Of course, this Fokker-Planck equation assumes that thermal ions and electrons are inducing
drag on beam ions traveling through the plasma. The effects of thermal ion drag and diffusion
are added to sherlock_3_2.m by simply duplicating the equations used to determine the effects of
electron drag and diffusion, but with thermal ion values. [32] After making said adjustment, a
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result of continuous_beam_int3.m at steady state (in this case the 2000 th time-step, since steadystate is reached earlier, by about the 1800th time-step, once the effects of thermal ions are
included) with

= 100 eV and

= 500 eV is as follows:

#

Figure 13:
numerical distribution of beam ions compared with analytic speed distribution of
beam ions at steady state. Both ions and electrons are used to progress the velocities of the simulated particles.

Here, the plot of the number of beam ions per speed bin (blue curve) is divided by the central

speed value of each bin in order to match the dimensions of the analytic speed distribution. The
numeric and analytic results compare well, indicating that they accurately represent the expected
speed distribution of a steady-state beam of ions in a uniform plasma with the described
parameters. The slight deviation between the two curves at the lower velocities is likely due to
the effects of diffusion, which are not accounted for in the analytic equation. Further
investigation is required to confirm this.
Therefore, the final result of the code development described above is a simulation
designed to track the velocity and speed distributions of beam particles, traveling through a
uniform plasma, over time. The results of the simulation are likely physical, since they match the
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analytic curves they are compared with very well.

Modeling Charge Exchange’s Effect on Beam Ion
Slowing-Down Distributions
The original continuous_beam_int3.m code is a fair approximation of beam ion

speed/velocity distributions. However, adding the effects of charge exchange between beam ions
and neutral atoms in the plasma to the simulation adds an element of accuracy to predicting the
velocity and speed distributions of beam ions. In pb11.f90, a Fortran code that also models the
slowing-down distribution of beam ions in a uniform plasma using Sherlock’s method, and its
subsequent editions, this is done in the subroutine titled “test_sherlock_wesson.” [11]
Numeric Model of Charge Exchange
Using Necas’s method [11], charge exchange events are simulated in the following
manner: At each time-step, after the velocities of each particle have been updated with
Sherlock’s method, each beam ion has a charge exchange cross-section calculated as a function
of its kinetic energy according to the following equation:
( )=

. 6937 − 14(1 − .155 ∗ log( ) )
∗ 10
1 + (. 1112 − 14) .

(38)

This equation is an approximate fit to a charge exchange cross-section curve derived from
experimental results. In the equation, E, the energy of the beam ion that might undergo charge
exchange, is in electron-volts, and the fraction is multiplied by 10

to convert from

to

.

[11]
Using this cross-section equation, the expected rate of charge exchange events per second
for a given particle, if each event is independent of every other charge exchange event, is
determined to be:

=

,

(39)
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is the density of neutrals in the plasma. [11] From

this, the probability that a particle will undergo a charge exchange event within a time-step is
approximately
After

=

. [11]

(40)

is determined for each particle, each particle is assigned a number from a

uniformly random distribution of numbers between 0 and 1. If the number assigned to the
particle is less than that particle’s

, then that particle undergoes a charge exchange event.

Since beam ions generally have high energies, and since the cross-sections for charge exchange
events between high-energy neutrals and cold ions is less than the cross sections for chargeexchange events between high-energy ions and cold neutrals, then the new, high-energy neutral
is assumed to leave the plasma and never return. (relatively high energy neutral atoms are likely
to escape the plasma, since they are no longer affected by magnetic confinement) Therefore,
beam ions that undergo charge exchange are considered to leave the high-energy ion population,
just as if they had reached the cut-off energy. [11]
Analytic Model of Charge Exchange
Analytic functions are derived for comparison with the results of adding charge exchange
to the simulation of beam ions slowing in uniform plasma in pb11.f90. First, a function is
derived based on the principle that, with charge exchange, the probability that each beam particle
will still be an ion after traveling through the thermal plasma for time t can be expressed as a
function of time. The derivation of this function begins with the Fokker-Planck equation for the
speeds of beam ions traveling through a thermal plasma, with only the effect of drag on the beam
ions considered (equation 37). Since this equation represents the infinitesimal probability of a
randomly selected particle having speed , then multiplying it by the probability of a beam
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particle still being ionic by the time drag has caused it to slow to speed

should yield the

infinitesimal probability of a randomly selected beam ion being tracked by the simulation having
speed

once charge exchange is considered.

In general, if an event occurs at an average rate of ( ), where (t) is a function of time,

then the probability that the event has not yet occurred by time T is expressed as:
= (0)

( )

(41)

,

where P(0) is the probability that the event has occurred by time = 0. [12] In the case of charge
exchange, the average rate of charge exchange events,

, is a function of speed, . However,

since only drag is considered to affect the speeds of the beam ions in this theoretical model, and
since the plasma that the beam ions are traveling through is completely uniform, then speed
can be expressed as a function of time. Furthermore, it is assumed that no beam ions can

experience charge exchange before = 0, so (0) = 1. Therefore, the probability that charge
exchange has not yet happened to a beam ion that has been traveling through a thermal plasma
for time T is
_

=

( ( ))

(42)

.

With charge exchange considered, the Fokker-Planck equation can now be expressed as
=

( ( ))

Ideally, this equation can be expressed as a function of speed

,

<

.

(43)

alone. Though, this Fokker-

Planck equation has not yet been solved further, expressing all variables as functions of speed,
rather than time, would be the next step to take.
A second Fokker-Planck equation has been derived, with charge exchange considered,
for comparison with the numeric results. The derivation of this equation starts with the time-
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derivative of equation 37:
(

=
where

(

) ( ) +

+

(44)

)

,

is the slowing-down time of the beam ions traveling through the thermal plasma. In

order to modify this Fokker-Planck equation for the consideration of charge exchange, a term
describing the rate of beam ion “loss” due to charge exchange is added:
(

=
[13]

Solving for

(

) ( ) +

+

)

( )

−

( ) starts with assuming steady state. At steady-state,
(

0=

(

) ( ) +

+

)

( )

−

(45)

( ).
= 0, so:

(46)

( ).

( ). First, equation 46 is

Next, the integrating factor method is utilized to solve for
transformed into the general form:

(47)

+ ( ) = ( ).
[14] The transformation occurs as follows:
0=

1 1

3
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0=3
−
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+
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+
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( −
.

( )
)

(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)

The Integrating Factor Method is used to solve this differential equation (see Appendix b), and
the result is
( )=

( )

3+ 3

−

( )

,

(52)
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the Fokker-Planck equation for beam ions in a uniform plasma that undergo drag due to ions and
electrons in addition to charge exchange events. That equation 52 has the form predicted by
equation 42 gives evidence to its accuracy.
Comparing the Results of the Numeric and Analytic Models of Charge Exchange
Equation 52 compares well with the numeric results, deviating only in circumstances in
which diffusion plays a significant role. The following figure, which overlays numeric results
from pb11_try.f90’s “test_sherlock_wesson” at steady state and equation 52, normalized,
demonstrates this comparison:

Figure 14: An example of Equation 52 and the numeric results for slowing-down distribution with charge exchange
considered (both normalized) plotted against each other. The two curves seem to compare well. The beam travels
through a deuterium plasma to obtain this plot. [20]

Once again, the numeric results are plotted as the number of particles in each speed bin over
speed-squared. [20]
The following figure is obtained with the same parameters used to produce Figure 15,
except with charge exchange “turned-off”:
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Figure 15: Analytic and numeric slowing-down distributions obtained from considering the same parameters used
to acquire Fig. 14, but without charge exchange. [20] Comparing this data with Figure 14 reveals that considering
charge exchange makes it much less likely to find a beam ion at lower energies.

Comparing Figure 14 with Figure 15 reveals that considering charge exchange can make it much
less likely to find an arbitrarily chosen beam ion at lower energies. Given a high enough neutral
density, a significant number of beam ions are neutralized and ejected from the plasma by charge
exchange before they slow-down to thermal energies.
Charge Exchange Rate as a Function of Neutral Density
The rate that charge exchange events occur depends significantly on the neutral density in
a plasma. Given equation 17, lowering the neutral density in a plasma will lower the charge
exchange rate for beam ions traveling through it. The following data is obtained from the same
parameters used to produce Figure 14, with charge exchange considered, but with the neutral
density

set to 10

m

instead of 5 ∗ 10

m :
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Figure 16: Numeric and analytic slowing-down distributions, with charge exchange considered, for the same
parameters used to obtain Fig. 14, except for a neutral density that is 5 times less.

A comparison of the two plots demonstrates the significant dependence of the speed distribution
of beam ions in a plasma on the neutral density in the plasma.
Applying Charge Exchange to C-2W – Like Conditions
In an attempt to apply pb11_try.f90’s numerical model for beam ion velocity progression
with charge exchange considered to C-2W - like conditions, the injection energy of the beam
ions is increased to 100 keV. After increasing the beam ion injection energy to 100 keV and
maintaining all of the rest of the parameters in the numerical and post-processing code used to
obtain the results in Figure 15, the slowing-down distribution in Figure 17 is obtained. Though
the curves deviate in the upper and lower speed regimes, the trends are much more comparable
in the higher energy regimes.
The significant deviation in the lower speed regimes may be due to the analytic model’s
ignorance of how diffusion affects the motions of the beam ions. However, evidence may
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Figure 17: The slowing-down distribution, with charge exchange considered, of a 100 keV proton beam traveling
through a plasma with the same parameters used to obtain Figure 16. The curves may deviate at the tail ends
because of the effects of diffusion, which are not accounted for in the analytic calculations.

indicate that inaccuracies or differences in how charge exchange is modeled may be the reason
for deviation between the numeric and analytic curves. Figure 18, below, is obtained using the
same parameters used to produce Figure 17, except the neutral density is decreased from
5 16 m

to 10

m . Though the curves do deviate somewhat in Figure 18, the deviation is

much less significant than in Figure 17. This lends to speculation that the cause of the deviation
observed in Figure 17 may be differences in how charge exchange is modeled, or, alternatively, a
collective result of differences in modeling charge exchange and diffusion.
In regards to future work on these models, adding the effects of diffusion to the analytic
model of beam ion slowing-down distributions may yield consistency with the numeric model.
However, if this does not do the trick then the models of charge exchange should be analyzed for
inconsistencies.
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Figure 18: A plot of the data obtained from the same parameters used to produce Figure 17, but with neutral
density lowered by a factor of 5. The greater compatibility between the curves, coupled with the lessened impact of
charge exchange on the slowing-down distribution of the beam ions, is evidence that differences between the
numeric and analytic models of charge exchange may help to explain the deviation between the curves in Figure 17.

Simulating Beam Ion Slowing-Down with the
Takizuka-Abe Method

A different method than Sherlock’s, the Takizuka-Abe method [22], is also used to

simulate the slowing-down of beam ions traveling through a plasma. With this method, the
plasma species are treated as collections of particles, and each beam ion is collided with a
member of each plasma species at each time-step. Collisions involve choosing a scattering angle
randomly from a normal distribution and updating the momenta and directions of the two
particles involved in the collision based on the scattering angle and their initial directions and
momenta. [22] Though this model is non-physical in the sense that particles in a plasma are
colliding with numerous different particles at any given time, rather than only one, the method
will produce accurate particle velocity distributions after numerous time-steps. This is because,
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after numerous time-steps, the simulated beam ions, for example, will have collided with
samples of the plasma species populations that are large enough to be representative of the
populations of ions and electrons that the beam ions collide with in reality. [22]

Validating the Takizuka-Abe Method

Before the Takizuka-Abe method can be used to simulate a beam of ions slowing-down

in a thermal plasma, it must be validated as a physically accurate means of simulating ionelectron collisions. To accomplish this validation, a test very similar to Sherlock’s second test is
conducted. In the subroutine “thermalization” within pscBC.f90 [23], a system of hot ion and
cooler electron particles are initialized with a known temperature difference. Through a series of
time-steps, the velocity of each particle is updated with Necas’s subroutine “collide,” [24] and
the temperatures of both species are tracked with time. [25] In this case, temperature is in units
of electron volts.
In “thermal_pp.m,” the results of subroutine “thermalization” are compared with theory
for the equilibration of two species whose temperatures change with time. [26] According to
Necas,
(

where

and

)

= −2 (

−

(53)

),

are the temperatures of the ion and electron species, respectively, and
=

Here, for simplification purposes,

.

1+

and

are assumed to be the initial values of

(54)
and

,

rather than the time-variant values. Furthermore,
=

Here,

√

.

(67)

is the density of either electron and/or ions in the plasma, where the density of both
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species is assumed to be the same. [13]
The results of subroutine “thermalization” compared with the aforementioned theory for
temperature equilibration are as follows:

Figure 19: The evolution of the temperature difference between two non-equilibrium species with time. The particles
of each species in the numeric simulation are progressed using the Takizuka-Abe method. [26]

Here, it is apparent that the numeric and analytic results coincide until after approximately 5
’s. It is assumed that the deviation that this time is a result of treating

as a constant with

respect to time, rather than a function of the temperatures of the ion and electron species.
Therefore, this thermalization test is assumed to give evidence towards the physicality of the
Takizuka-Abe method.

Takizuka-Abe Method Used on a Beam of Fast Ions in a Thermal Plasma

After validating Necas’s subroutine “collide,” the particle velocity progression method is

used to simulate a continuously flowing beam of fast ions in a thermal plasma, just as Sherlock’s
method was used to do. This is accomplished with Necas’s subroutine “beam” in pscBC.f90.
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[25] Once again, the thermal plasma is treated as a uniform plasma with constant parameters. At
each time-step, these parameters are used to generate a Maxwellian distribution of thermal
particles from both species. The electrons are treated relativistically, since some are expected to
have relativistic kinetic energies at the temperatures likely to be simulated. [25] Each beam ion
collides with one member of each species before the time-step’s conclusion, and this process
continues for a predefined number of time-steps. [24] Furthermore, each beam ion’s energy is
tracked with time. If a beam ion’s energy dips below the specified cut-off energy at any given
time-step, then that particle is considered to be thermal at that time-step and is no longer tracked
by the simulation. [25]
The speed distribution of the beam ions is tracked during the course of the simulation and
compared with equation 37, just as in the case of Sherlock’s method. Using “beam_pp.m,” the
theoretical and numeric results are plotted for comparison. [27] In one case, the simulation is ran
with the following parameters:









Ion/electron density = 2e19 m^-3
Beam ion initialization energy = 15 keV
Te = 400 eV
Ti = 600 eV
Electron mass = 10 times the physical electron mass
Ion mass = mass of proton
Time step size = 10^-6 s
Cutoff energy = .8Ti

The result at steady state is as seen in Figure 20. Here, the numeric and analytic results compare
well, and Necas’s subroutine “beam” appears to produce physical results. This proved
consistently to be the case.
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Figure 20: Speed distribution of numeric results from subroutine “beam” in pscBC.f90 with equation 37, the
Fokker-Planck equation in 3 dimensions for a beam of ions slowing in a thermal plasma.

Using MPI to Parallelize pscBC.f90

The Takizuka-Abe method is much more computationally expensive than Sherlock’s

method. As a result, subroutine “beam” in pscBC.f90 takes much longer to run than the code
used to produce the slowing-down distributions with Sherlock’s method. Therefore, the need
arises for code that runs more quickly, and a parallel version of the subroutine “beam” in
pscBC.f90 is constructed using MPI. This version is constructed from two new subroutines,
“beam_par_parent” and “beam_par,” found in the Fortran script “pscBC_par.f90.” [28] Here, the
process from “beam” is parallelized by distributing the beam ions that are progressed through the
plasma amongst the processors that are used. Since no beam ion affects any other beam ion,
directly or indirectly, then this approach is valid.
After all particles that are produced at all time-steps are progressed either to the cut-off
energy or until the final time-step, the data from each processor is collected and organized to
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produce the results that would have been obtained if all particles had been produced like a
continuously-flowing beam. [28] Then, “beam_pp.m” is once again used to process the data.
To test the parallelized code, “beam_par_parent.m” is ran with parameters identical to the
serial version of the code and compared. For example, when the parameters outlined in the above
section for the serial code are simulated with the parallel code, the result is as follows:

Figure 21: Results obtained with the same parameters used to produce Figure 20, except with the parallelized
version of subroutine “beam,” “beam_par_parent.”

For alternative parameters, the results are similarly consistent. Hence, the parallel code
successfully duplicates the results of the serial code, but in shorter time. To emphasize the
improvement in efficiency, in one case, the parallel code produced results in 13 minutes that are
identical to those produced by the serial code with the same parameters in 2.5 hours.

Discussion and Future Work
Discussion
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Thus, tools for studying collisional processes between beam ions and the constituents of a
uniform plasma have been validated and used to build models for studying slowing-down
distributions of the beam ions. Sherlock’s monte-carlo method proved consistent with analytic
models of “pencil” beams of ions slowing-down in uniform plasma, high-temperature ions
cooling-down on a uniform, cooler electron fluid, and cold ions warming-up on a highertemperature electron fluid. Hence, its use in code for studying the velocity distributions of
constant-current beams of fast ions in uniform plasma is justified. The final product, a numeric
model of slowing-down distributions of beam ions in a uniform plasma, proved consistent with
analytic models of the same system (see Figure 13, for instance).
However, to bring this model closer to reality, charge exchange between fast ions and
neutral atoms in realistic, non-ideal plasmas was incorporated into the model. In addition, a
Fokker-Planck equation to model the result of considering charge exchange events was derived
and plotted against numeric results. It was found that, for most parameters, the analytic and
numeric slowing-down distributions, with charge exchange considered, were consistent.
However, some inconsistency was found when beam ions were initialized at 100 keV, rather than
15-20 keV (as with most other tests in this study).
Finally, an alternative method of modeling collisions between fast ions and plasma, the
Takizuka-Abe Method, was tested for physical accuracy. Evidence indicated that the method was
accurate, and, using the method, new code was written to model the speed distributions of fast
ion populations in a uniform plasma. The code produced results apparently consistent with the
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation and, hence, the numeric model developed from
Sherlock’s monte-carlo method. However, this new method of modeling collisions was more
computationally expensive than Sherlock’s, so pscBC.f90, with the Takizuka-Abe method
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encoded in, was restructured for parallelization. Hence, pscBC_par.f90 is capable of running
much more quickly, with the use of multiple cores, than pscBC.f90 when modeling collisions
with the Takizuka-Abe method.
These computational tools may allow for an approximate understanding of how ions from
the neutral beam injectors of the C-2W experiment behave in plasma of various parameters.
Hence, they may help to optimize C-2W’s development or explain experimental results.

Future Work

Moving forward, there exist much relevant work to this thesis that could be beneficial for
understanding of how beam ions behave in plasma. For one, pscBC.f90, with the Takizuka-Abe
method incorporated, could be restructured for parallelization more dynamically. Currently,
pscBC_par.f90 is only capable of accepting constant, unchanging parameters at the beginning of
its run. There is room for a simulation in which the plasma parameters can change as a
consequence of the behavior of beam ions, for instance, and pscBC.f90 could be re-parallelized
to accommodate this need.
Meanwhile, more factors affecting beam ions in a uniform plasma could be considered
and implemented. Necas of Tri Alpha Energy has, for instance, updated pscBC.f90 with the
effects of Bremsstrahlung radiation losses and fusion events on beam ion distributions. The more
such physical events are accounted for in the code, the more accurate and dependable the results
of pscBC.f90, and code like it, will be.
Finally, the difference between the numeric and analytic slowing-down distributions in
Figure 17 could be investigated. It might be found that there are flaws or limitations in either the
numeric or analytic models, or perhaps both.
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Appendix
a. Box-Mueller Method
The box-muller method for creating a distribution with a mean of 0 and variance of 1
involves the following steps:

1. Sample a uniformly random set of angles between 0 and 2 .
2. Sample a uniformly random set between 0 and 1.
3. With each value of the uniformly random set between 0 and 1, obtain a value from
the function
=

−2 ln( ),

(i)

where x is a value from the uniformly random distribution.
4. Using the sets of r values and

values (theta being the uniformly randomly

sampled angles), produce sets of x and y coordinates, where
= cos( )

(ii)

= sin( ).

(iii)

The result is two sets of normally distributed values, the x and y values, with variances of
1 and means of zero.
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Figure : The results of a box-muller sample designed to produce two normal distributions with variances 1 and
means 0. Both samples have 100,000 members.

To create normally distributed values with different standard deviations than 1, one only
needs to multiply all values in the x and/or y sets of normally distributed values by the
desired standard deviation.

b. Solution to Equation 51
The integrating factor, defined as
=

(iv)

,

( )

[14] is determined to be:
3 2−

=

(v)

3

( )

=

Now, let

( )

3+ 3

3+ 3

(vi)

3

( )

=

3+ 3

=

3

+

=3

(vii)

(viii)
(ix)

.

Then
=
=

( )
( )

( )

3+ 3

( )

(x)

3

3+ 3

3

(xi)
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=

(xii)

.

3+ 3

[15] Multiplying equation 51 by
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yields
(

( ) =

)

(xiii)

.

Integrating in terms of v yields
( )−

(

+ ) (

(

+ )=

Hence,
( )−

(

+ ) (

( )−

(

( −
+

+ )=

+ ) (

(

+ )=

)

)

+

(xiv)

.

)

(xv)

( )

(xvi)

[16]
( )−

(

Therefore,

(

( )=
( )=
( )=

(

+

)

(

3+ 3

+
)

+
(

+

+ ) (

)

+

(

+ ) (
(

+ )=

(

+ ) (

+ )

3
0
3

+ )

+ ) (

+ )

+
+

)

3

(xviii)

−

3
−

3
3
0+
3+ 3

(xvii)

.

0

( )

Now, since the highest velocity possible for the beam ions is
(

+ ) = 0.

(xix)

( )

0

.

(xx)

, then
(xxi)

Then,
( )=

(

3+ 3

)

−

0

( )

.

(xxii)
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